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How To Be Danish A
Netflix has ordered “Loving Adults,” its first Danish language film starring Dar Salim (“Borgen,” “Game of Thrones”) and Sonja Ricther (“The ...
Netflix Orders ‘Loving Adults’ As First Danish Film Original
Almost one in five Danes live with obesity, which may have serious health consequences. In the world's most recognized medical journal, Danish researchers now document how to effectively achieve and ...
Researchers reveal how to effectively achieve and maintain a healthy weight loss
Netflix has announced the making of Loving Adults, the first Danish-language film from the streaming giant, directed by award-winning helmer Barbara Rothenborg (the TV series White Sand, The Food Club ...
Barbara Rothenborg to direct the first Danish-language Netflix feature, Loving Adults
Christian Eriksen claims to be feeling "really happy" after coming through a testing start to his spell at Inter to now be a Serie A title winner under Antonio Conte. The Danish playmaker headed for ...
Eriksen 'really happy' at Inter after tough start as exit talk fades around Danish playmaker
In an interview with Collider, Mikkelsen revealed that he was so excited about joining the project that he rewatched the first Indiana Jones film while also teasing that the scrip ...
Mads Mikkelsen says Indiana Jones 5 script is “everything I wished it to be”
Danish punks interpolate the classic hymn “Will the Circle Be Unbroken” as they strive towards a different kind of salvation ...
Song You Need to Know: Iceage, ‘High and Hurt’
At Svanholm, Denmark’s largest commune, residents don’t just cook and eat together — they grow and rear the ingredients for their meals too. And the produce is so good it has top chefs from Copenhagen ...
Breaking bread: dining in a Danish commune
Anders Thomas Jensen - Fans of Charlie Kaufman and Michel Gondry will love this Danish director’s dark twisted fantasies.
A Tribute to Anders Thomas Jensen – The Brilliant and Bizarre Storyteller & Pioneer of Danish Cinema
Russia is supplying parts of Crimea with water using Danish water pumps equipped with Siemens motors. How did the pumps reach the annexed Ukrainian peninsula under the EU current sanctions?Residents ...
Danish pumps supply water to Crimea despite EU sanctions
In an era cross-cut with various agendas and expressions of national belonging and global awareness, "the nation" as a collective reference point and ...
Borders of Belonging: Experiencing History, War and Nation at a Danish Heritage Site
Hygge is the Scandinavian word for a sense of comfort and warmth, a cosy moment. Just like a Danish pastry. Since the pandemic started, sales have rocketed as we have slowly come to appreciate the ...
Top 8: Some of the tastiest Danish pastries to buy now
There are wooden stairs, large green louvered windows, high ceilings and arched doorways. More Danish elements make their presence felt, right from prints in the upholstery, cane headboards and ...
Can't fly out of the country? Sit back and have a cuppa at this Danish tavern in Serampore
But hopefully by the end of this year, the building will be purposed for high-tech achievements, as home to the first Danish pioneer centre for artificial intelligence research. The Danish ...
Leading American researcher and DKK 350 million will take Danish artificial intelligence research to
What does regenerative agriculture mean in the context of mass meat production? FoodNavigator poses this question to Britain’s biggest provider of higher welfare pork, Pilgrim’s UK, and Europe’s ...
Regenerative agriculture: How are Danish Crown and Pilgrim’s UK producing pork for the future?
Susheela Math lays bare how the Danish government targets those of ‘non-western origin’ in a society that’s far from egalitarian Last modified on Tue 20 Apr 2021 13.07 EDT One can only hope ...
Denmark would be a disastrous model for Scotland
Danish Renzu describes The Illegal as a film about a middle-class Indian student from Delhi, Hassan (Suraj Sharma), who goes to Los Angeles to study film. “He leaves his home, country and family ...
Danish Renzu talks about 'The Illegal'
Dixa, whose financing has included the participation of one of the biggest names in Danish business, Preben Damgaard, most recently closed a $36 million Series B round of financing in 2020 led by ...
How Dixa Is Bringing Danish Hygge To Customer Service And Support
In a Danish-Norwegian collaboration, researchers have shown a slightly increased rate of rare but serious types of cerebral blood clots as well as a generally increased rate of venous blood clots ...
Danish-Norwegian study on adverse reactions after AstraZeneca vaccination is now published
They all will be in awe of her beauty and poised nature. Contestant Danish gave a rocking performance on the songs of Mukaddar ka Sikandar and Hey raam re. After his performance the judges could ...
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